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Anyonic fractional charges e∗ have been detected by autocorrelation shot noise at a quantum
point contact (QPC) between two fractional quantum Hall edges. We find that the autocorrelation
noise can also show a fingerprint of Abelian anyonic fractional statistics. We predict the noise of
electrical tunneling current I at the QPC of the fractional-charge detection setup, when anyons
are dilutely injected, from an additional edge biased by a voltage, to the setup in equilibrium. At
large voltages, the nonequilibrium noise is reduced below the thermal equilibrium noise by the value
2e∗I. This negative excess noise is opposite to the positive excess noise 2e∗I of the conventional
fractional-charge detection and also to usual positive autocorrelation noises of electrical currents.
This is a signature of the Abelian fractional statistics, resulting from the effective braiding of an
anyon thermally excited at the QPC around another anyon injected from the additional edge.
Abelian anyons appear in fractional quantum Hall
(FQH) systems of filling factor ν = 1/(2n + 1), n =
1, 2, · · · . They obey the fractional exchange statistics [1–
3]. Two anyons gain the phase ±piν when their posi-
tions are adiabatically exchanged, and ±2piν when one
braids around the other. Proposals [4–20] for detecting
the fractional statistics are based on interferometers or
current-current cross-correlations. They involve quanti-
ties experimentally inaccessible or affected by unintended
setup change or Coulomb interaction. It will be useful to
find fractional-statistics effects experimentally feasible.
Shot noise S, zero-frequency nonequilibrium fluctua-
tion of electrical current I, has valuable information [21].
Its Poisson value S = 2qI in the tunneling regime of a
quantum point contact (QPC) was used to detect the
charge q of current carriers [22]. The fractional charge
e∗ = νe of anyons was measured [23–29] from the ratio
S/I = 2e∗ at a QPC between FQH edges; e is the electron
charge. The Poisson value originates from uncorrelated
transfer of discrete charges. Reduction or enhancement
from the value signifies effects such as resonances, diffu-
sive scattering, Cooper pairing, etc [21].
In this work, we predict unusual behavior of shot
noise, originating from the Abelian fractional statistics
of Laughlin anyons, in the setup [Fig. 1(a)] composed of
the conventional fractional-charge detection part (Edge2,
Edge3, QPC2) and an additional edge (Edge1). Anyons
are dilutely injected [30–33] via QPC1 from Edge1, bi-
ased by voltage V , to the detection part in equilibrium.
We find that the zero-frequency autocorrelation noise
S(V, T ) of tunneling current I at QPC2 is reduced below
the thermal equilibrium noise S(0, T ) at temperature T ,
δS = −2e∗I < 0 at e∗V  kBT. (1)
δS ≡ S(V, T ) − S(0, T ) is the excess shot noise with re-
spect to the thermal noise and kB is Boltzmann con-
stant. The negative excess noise is unusual, since the
setup has the conventional Poisson process [Fig. 1(b)]
enhancing the noise; it is opposite to the positive noise
2e∗I > 0 of the conventional fractional-charge detec-
tion [23–29]. By contrast, in the integer quantum Hall
regime at ν = 1, the setup shows the positive Poisson
noise of δS = 2eI > 0, which cannot be extrapolated
from Eq. (1) with e∗ = e/(2n+ 1)→ e.
The negative excess noise results from an interference
involving anyon braiding [Fig. 1(c)], which weakens ther-
mal anyon tunneling at QPC2, reducing the noise. The
reduction dominates over the enhancement by the Pois-
son process. Interestingly, for electrons at ν = 1, the
interference does not exist, as it is described by a pair of
disconnected Feynman diagrams that exactly cancel each
other, according to the linked cluster theorem [34]. For
anyons, the cancellation is only partial, since the subdia-
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FIG. 1. (a) Setup at ν = 1
2n+1
. Chiral edge channel Edgei
propagates (arrows) from source Si to drain Di, i = 1, 2, 3.
S1 is biased by voltage V , while the other sources and drains
are grounded. Anyon tunneling occurs at QPC1 (QPC2) be-
tween Edge2 and Edge1 (Edge3). (b) Poisson process. A
particle-like anyon biased by V (narrow filled packets, dashed
arrows) moves from Edge1 to D3 through tunneling at QPC1
and QPC2. (c) Interference between subprocesses a1 and a2.
A particle-like anyon biased by V moves (dashed) from Edge1
to D2 through tunneling at QPC1. After (before) this anyon
passes QPC2 along Edge2, a particle-hole pair excitation ther-
mally occurs at QPC2 in a1 (a2). The particle-like anyon
(wide filled packets) and the hole-like anyon (wide empty) in
the pair move (solid arrows) along Edge2 and Edge3, respec-
tively. The interference between a1 and a2 involves braiding
of the thermal anyon around the voltage-biased anyon.
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2grams (vacuum bubbles) of one of the disconnected dia-
grams are linked [35] by the braiding. This type of anyon
processes, vacuum bubbles linked by braiding, is called
topological vacuum bubbles (TVBs) [36]. Detection of
the negative excess noise is experimentally feasible, and
will provide a signature of TVBs and the fractional statis-
tics in the case of pristine edges (without edge reconstruc-
tion). The signature manifests itself in the leading-order
contributions (in QPC tunneling strengths) to the excess
noise, thanks to the dilute anyon injection at QPC1.
Excess noise.— We consider the time t average I =
I(t) of tunneling current I(t) at QPC2, and its zero-
frequency noise S = 2
∫∞
−∞ dt(I(t)−I)(I(0)−I). Employ-
ing a perturbation theory based on the chiral Luttinger
liquid [37, 38], Keldysh Green’s functions, and Klein fac-
tors [39], we derive I and δS = S(V, T ) − S(0, T ) at
voltages e∗V  kBT in the anyon tunneling regime of
γiT
ν−1  1, up to the leading order O(γ21γ22) of tunnel-
ing strength γi at QPCi,
I ' e∗γ21γ22f(ν)[cos(piν)− cos(3piν)]V 2ν−1T 2ν−2, (2)
δS ' −2e∗2γ21γ22f(ν)[cos(piν)− cos(3piν)]V 2ν−1T 2ν−2.
This gives Eq. (1) [40, 41]. Notice that I > 0 but δS < 0.
The factors having piν originate from anyon braiding.
The current I and excess noise δS are linked to measur-
able quantities. I equals the average current I3 = I3(t)
at D3, as only S1 is biased. δS is obtained [41] by
δS = S3(V, T )− 4kBT ∂I3(V, T, V3)
∂V3
∣∣∣∣
V3=0
−
[
S3(0, T )− 4kBT ∂I3(0, T, V3)
∂V3
∣∣∣∣
V3=0
]
. (3)
The noise S3(V, T ) = 2
∫∞
−∞ dt(I3(t) − I3)(I3(0) − I3)
is measured at D3. ∂I3(V, T, V3)/∂V3|V3=0 is measured
with the voltage V3 applied to S3 in addition to the volt-
age V at S1, and equals the correlation between the tun-
neling current I(t) at QPC2 and the current from S3
to QPC2, according to the nonequilibrium fluctuation-
dissipation theorem [42–44].
Main processes.— We discuss the origin of δS < 0.
The tunneling current and its excess noise satisfy [45]
I = e∗(W2→3−W3→2) and δS = 2(e∗)2(W2→3 +W3→2).
W2→3 (W3→2) is the change, by the voltage V , in the rate
for a particle-like (hole-like) anyon to move from Edge2
to Edge3 at QPC2. Two types of processes, Poisson pro-
cesses and TVBs, make contribution WPi→j and W
TVB
i→j ,
respectively, to Wi→j ,
Wi→j 'WPi→j +WTVBi→j at e∗V  kBT. (4)
Wi→j is computed in Ref. [41].
In the Poisson process [Fig. 1(b)] for WP2→3, a particle-
like anyon, biased by the voltage V , moves from Edge1 to
Edge3 through tunneling at QPC1 and QPC2. This leads
to WP2→3 ∝ γ21γ22V 4ν−3, as the voltage-biased tunneling
probability at QPCi and the current from S1 to QPC1
are proportional to γ2i V
2ν−2 and V , respectively. By
contrast, WP3→2 = 0, since tunneling of a hole-like anyon
from Edge2 to Edge3 is not induced by V .
Next, we consider the TVB for WTVB3→2 . It is the in-
terference of two subprocesses a1 and a2 [Fig. 1(c)]. In
a1 and a2, a particle-like anyon, induced by the volt-
age V , moves from Edge1 to Edge2 via tunneling at
QPC1 at time t1, and then moves to D2. The operator
for the QPC1 tunneling is T1→2(t1) = Ψ†2(0, t1)Ψ1(0, t1).
Ψ†i (xi, t1) creates an anyon at position xi of Edgei; QPC1
is located at xi = 0. After (before) this anyon passes
QPC2, a particle-hole pair is thermally excited at QPC2
at time t2 (t
′
2) in the subprocess a1 (a2). Then the
particle-like thermal anyon moves to D2 along Edge2,
while the hole-like one to D3 along Edge3. The ex-
citation is described by the QPC2 tunneling operator
T3→2(t) = Ψ†2(d, t)Ψ3(0, t) at t = t2 (t′2) in a1 (a2); QPC2
is located at x2 = d (x3 = 0) on Edge2 (Edge3).
To illustrate the nontrivial features (topological link
by anyon braiding and the partner disconnected process)
of the TVB for WTVB3→2 , we consider the V → ∞ limit
where the voltage-biased particle-like anyon becomes a
point particle (its spatial broadening ~v/(e∗V )→ 0; v is
the anyon velocity). In this limit, the correlator
CTVB3→2 =〈T †1→2(t1)T †3→2(t′2)T3→2(t2)T1→2(t1)〉
−〈T †3→2(t′2)T3→2(t2)〉〈T †1→2(t1)T1→2(t1)〉 (5)
describes the TVB. 〈· · · 〉 is the ensemble average with
the bare Hamiltonian [41] Hi of Edgei.
The first term of Eq. (5) shows the interference between
the subprocesses a1 and a2; T3→2(t2)T1→2(t1) describes
a1, while T3→2(t′2)T1→2(t1) describes a2. This term is
factorized [41] into a subcorrelator for the voltage-biased
anyon, another for the thermal anyons, and a phase factor
ei2piν (Fig. 2),
〈T †1→2(t1)T †3→2(t′2)T3→2(t2)T1→2(t1)〉
= e2ipiν〈T †3→2(t′2)T3→2(t2)〉〈T †1→2(t1)T1→2(t1)〉, (6)
by using the exchange rules of the fractional statistics
Ψ†i (x)Ψi(y) = Ψi(y)Ψ
†
i (x)e
ipiνsgn(x−y) and Ψ†i (x)Ψ
†
i (y) =
Ψ†i (y)Ψ
†
i (x)e
−ipiνsgn(x−y) (the rules between operators of
different edges are constructed, using Klein factors [39,
41]). The factor ei2piν is attributed to effective braiding
of the thermal anyon around the voltage-biased anyon in
the interference a∗2a1, depicted as the link of two loops
in Fig. 2(b); the factorization is equivalent to untying
the link. The solid blue loop corresponding to the sub-
correlator 〈T †3→2(t′2)T3→2(t2)〉 for the thermal anyons is
formed, although t2 6= t′2, with the help of the thermal
length ~v/(kBT ); 〈T †3→2(t′2)T3→2(t2)〉 is nonvanishing for
|t2 − t′2| . ~/(kBT ). Similarly, at finite V , the dashed
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FIG. 2. TVB interference for WTVB3→2 . (a) Its subprocesses
a1 and a2 [identical to those in Fig. 1(c)] have the trajectory
(dashed red arrows) of a voltage-biased anyon (red filled cir-
cles) and that (solid blue) of a thermal pair excitation of a
particle-like anyon (blue filled) and a hole-like anyon (blue
empty). Two trajectories are drawn to cross when the cor-
responding operators are non-commutative due to the frac-
tional statistics. The crossing is time-ordered such that the
later trajectory is drawn on top of the earlier one. (b) TVB
interference a∗2a1 between a1 and a2. The trajectories of a
∗
2,
the complex conjugation of a2, are drawn on top of those of
a1. The loop formed by the dashed red trajectories is topolog-
ically linked with that by the solid blue ones, implying effec-
tive braiding of the thermal anyon around the voltage-biased
anyon. The braiding phase factor is e2ipiν . (c) In the part-
ner disconnected process of a∗2a1, the two loops are unlinked,
showing no braiding. a∗2a1 and its partner have a common
phase factor eipiν due to an exchange of a thermal anyon of
a1 and another of a2 (the crossing of solid blue trajectories).
red loop representing 〈T †1→2(t1)T1→2(t1)〉 for the voltage-
biased anyon is formed with |t1 − t′1| . ~v/(e∗V ), when
the tunneling at QPC1 occurs at t′1 (6= t1) in a2 as de-
scribed by T1→2(t′1). In this case, the braiding occurs for
t′2 < t1 + d/v < t2 and t
′
2 < t
′
1 + d/v < t2.
The effective braiding (e2ipiν) is decomposed into two
events of anyon exchange. One exchange (eipiν) occurs
in the subprocess a1 when the thermal anyon is excited
on Edge2 at QPC2 [Fig. 2(a)]. It happens such that the
thermal anyon effectively moves from the right side of the
voltage-biased anyon to the left on Edge2 [41]. The other
(eipiν) occurs in the interference a∗2a1. The voltage-biased
anyon of a2 moves back to QPC1 passing the thermal
anyon of a1 [the top dashed arrow in Fig. 2(b)].
We call the first term of Eq. (5) a TVB since the tra-
jectory (dashed red loop) of the voltage-biased anyon and
that (solid blue loop) of the thermal anyon are discon-
nected to each other in the conventional sense but topo-
logically linked [35] by the braiding. The TVB is ac-
companied by a partner disconnected process [Fig. 2(c)]
that gives the second term of Eq. (5) and has the same
subprocesses as the TVB except the braiding. The TVB
and its partner disconnected process (or the correlator
in Eq. (5)) appear in our calculation [41] of Wi→j . The
pairwise appearance is understood by considering elec-
trons at ν = 1. For the electrons, the TVB is described
by a disconnected Feynman diagram as the braiding link
has no meaning, e2ipiν = 1. Then it must be accom-
panied and exactly cancelled (leading to CTVB3→2 = 0; cf.
Eqs. (5) and (6)) by the partner disconnected diagram,
following the linked cluster theorem [34]; the second term
of Eq. (5) has the minus sign for the cancellation; math-
ematically, the partner diagram appears due in part to
the partition function of a Green’s function in its per-
turbation expansion, hence it does not have the braiding
link. For the anyons, the cancellation is partial, because
of the braiding.
The common factor of the two terms of Eq. (5)
is further factorized with a correlator Di(x, t, t
′) =
〈Ψ†i (x, t)Ψi(x, t′)〉 of each Edgei,
〈T †3→2(t′2)T3→2(t2)〉〈T †1→2(t1)T1→2(t1)〉 (7)
= eipiνD2(d, t2, t
′
2)D3(0, t2, t
′
2)D1(0, t1, t1)D2(0, t1, t1).
The factor eipiν comes from exchange of a thermal anyon
of a1 and another of a2 [Figs. 2(b,c)].
The TVB and its partner disconnected process give
WTVB3→2 ∝ γ21γ22V 2ν−1T 2ν−2Re[eipiν(e2ipiν − 1)], (8)
as the thermal (voltage-biased) tunneling probability at
QPC2 (QPC1) is proportional to γ22T
2ν−2 (γ21V
2ν−2)
while the current from S1 to QPC1 is proportional to V .
The phase factors come from Re[CTVB3→2 ] ∝ Re[eipiν(e2ipiν−
1)] in Eqs. (5)-(7). Re[· · · ] is taken, considering [CTVB3→2 ]∗.
There is a TVB process for WTVB2→3 . W
TVB
2→3 is negligibly
small at e∗V  kBT [46].
We now compute δS/I. At e∗V  kBT and ν =
1/(2n + 1) < 1, the TVB for WTVB3→2 and its partner
disconnected process dominate over the Poisson process
for WP2→3, W
TVB
3→2  WP2→3; cf. Eq. (8) and WP2→3 ∝
γ21γ
2
2V
4ν−3. Hence, they determine the current and the
excess noise, I = −e∗WTVB3→2 and δS = 2(e∗)2WTVB3→2 ,
leading to Eqs. (1) and (2). We emphasize that the ratio
δS/I has the negative universal value of −2e∗. This orig-
inates from the TVB for WTVB3→2 and its partner discon-
nected process, and equivalently from the anyon braiding.
It is nontrivial that the disconnected process contributes
to the observables I and δS; for electrons or bosons, dis-
connected Feynman diagrams never contribute to observ-
ables [34].
The above findings are confirmed by numerically com-
puting δS [41]. For ν = 1/3, δS approaches to −2e∗I
such that δS = −1.8e∗I at V = 60 µV at 50 mK and
−1.99e∗I at 80 µV at 50 mK.
Discussion.— The negative excess noise δS < 0 results
from the TVB process for WTVB3→2 . It is interpreted as fol-
lows. At V = 0, tunneling of a particle-like or hole-like
4anyon between Edge2 and Edge3 is thermally induced at
QPC2, causing the thermal noise S(0, T ). Among those
tunneling events, thermal tunneling of a hole-like anyon
from Edge2 to Edge3 is weakened by a voltage-biased
particle-like anyon injected from Edge1 to Edge2, when
the voltage V is applied to Edge1. The weakening is due
to the effective braiding of the thermal anyon around the
voltage-biased anyon, which results in the partial can-
cellation between the TVB and its partner disconnected
process, WTVB3→2 ∝ Re[eipiν(e2ipiν − 1)] < 0. The weaken-
ing leads to the current I > 0 and the reduction of the
noise S(V, T ) below S(0, T ). Note that δS < 0 at any V ,
although both the Poisson process and the TVB (and its
partner) contribute to δS at e∗V . kBT .
By contrast, for electrons at ν = 1, the Poisson process
determines I = eWP2→3 and δS = 2e
2WP2→3, leading to
δS = 2eI > 0 at e∗V  kBT . There is no topological
link by the braiding (e2ipiν = 1), and the TVB becomes
a disconnected process and fully cancelled by its partner
disconnected diagram, WTVBi→j = 0. This is why the excess
noise δS = 2eI of the electrons cannot be extrapolated
from Eq. (1) with e∗ → e.
Measurement of δS is feasible, as the setup was ex-
perimentally studied in other contexts [30–32]: Typi-
cally, the tunneling probability of QPC1 and QPC2 is
set to be 0.2, to have anyon tunneling [24]. We esti-
mate I ∼ 50 pA and δS ∼ 2.7 × 10−30 A2/Hz at 100
µV and ν = 1/3, which is detectable [30, 47]. When δS
is measured by using Eq. (3), one has to experimentally
determine temperature T . The determination accuracy
is within ±3 mK [47]. Then, it is possible to obtain
δS = −2e∗I(1±0.2) at 50 mK, V = 80 µV, and ν = 1/3.
Our study is generalized to edges with multiple chan-
nels or reconstruction (see Ref. [41]). For example, at
filling factor 4/3 or 7/3 [18, 48], the inner fractional
edge channel corresponding to ν = 1/3 interacts with
co-propagating outer channels, and is weakly backscat-
tered at the QPCs. In this case δS is still negative. On
the other hand, when the ν = 1/3 edge channel inter-
acts with an unexpected counter-propagating mode [49]
due to edge reconstruction, δS is negative only when the
interaction is sufficiently weak [25, 50]. The outer chan-
nels at filling factor 4/3 or 7/3 are helpful in this case,
since they can screen the edge reconstruction. In the
above cases of multiple channels or edge reconstruction,
detection of δS < 0 may imply the fractional statistics of
the quasiparticles deviating from Laughlin anyons due to
the interchannel interactions. The quasiparticles become
closer to Laughlin anyons for weaker interactions.
In summary, we predict the negative excess autocorre-
lation noise δS < 0, a signature of the Abelian fractional
statistics or the new process (TVB) not existing with
fermions or bosons. It is unusual that the excess auto-
correlation noise of electrical tunneling current is nega-
tive [21, 51].
We suggest that autocorrelation noise can provide sig-
natures [52, 53] of identical-particle statistics. This is
different from the conventional approach [54–56] of de-
tecting particle bunching or antibunching with Hanbury
Brown-Twiss cross-correlations. It is unnatural to in-
terpret the negative excess autocorrelation noise as de-
viation (anyonic partial bunching [5–9]) from fermionic
antibunching and bonsonic bunching, because it origi-
nates from the TVB having no counterpart in fermions
or bosons.
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This material includes the Hamiltonian and operators of the setup, the Klein factors, the expression of f(ν), the
derivation of Eqs. (3) and (6), the effective braiding, the detailed expression and computation of Wi→j , the correction
of order O(T/V ) to Eq. (1), and the effect of multiple edge channels and edge reconstruction.
Hamiltonian and operators of the setup, and Klein factors
The Hamiltonian of the setup is
H =
∑
i
Hi +Htun. (S1)
Edgei is described by the chiral Luttinger liquid [1, 2] Hi =
~v
4piν
∫∞
−∞ dx : (∂xφi(x))
2 : +e∗ViNˆi, the anyon operator
Ψ†i (x, t) = F
†
i (t)e
−iφi(x,t)/
√
2pia by the boson field φi(x), and anyon tunneling at the QPCs by Htun = γ1(T1→2 +
T †1→2) + γ2(T2→3 + T †2→3). Here, V1 = V , V2,3 = 0, Nˆi is the anyon number operator obeying [Ni.F †j ] = δijF †i , a is
the short-length cutoff, and F †i is the Klein factor [16] satisfying F
†
i Fi = 1, F1(t) = F1(0)e
−ie∗V t/~, and [φi, Fj ] = 0.
The exchange rule between anyons on different edges is achieved with the commutators of Fi,
F1F2 = F2F1e
ipiν , F2F3 = F3F2e
ipiν , F1F3 = F3F1e
ipiν ,
F †1F2 = F2F
†
1 e
−ipiν , F †2F3 = F3F
†
2 e
−ipiν , F †1F3 = F3F
†
1 e
−ipiν . (S2)
We treat Htun as a perturbation on
∑
iHi. The operators for I and S at QPC2 are Iˆ = ie
∗γ2(T2→3 − T †2→3)/~,
Sˆ =
∫∞
−∞ dtδIˆ(0)δIˆ(t) + δIˆ(t)δIˆ(0), and δIˆ(t) = Iˆ(t)− I.
We attach the Klein factors in Eq. (S2), utilizing the connected-edge scheme [16]. The connected edge is constructed
by gluing Edge1, Edge2, and Edge3, and it has the same chirality with Edgei’s. Here, Edgei’s are regarded as part
of the boundary (which is the connected edge) of one fractional quantum Hall liquid. Then the commutation rule
between the boson field φ2(x2) of Edge2 and the boson field φ3(x3) of Edge3, for example, can be assigned, following
the commutation rule [φ(z2), φ(z3)] = ipiνsgn(z2 − z3) of the corresponding boson field φ of the connected edge of
coordinate z (see Fig. S1). Similarly, the commutation rule between the quasiparticle operators of two different edges
can be assigned. This leads to Eq. (S2).
We note that for our setup, one can omit the Klein factors in the limiting case where the distance between QPC1
and QPC2 in Edge2 is infinite (much longer than the spatial broadening of thermal anyons and voltage-biased anyons).
In this case, it is enough to compute the correlator of the form 〈T †1→2(t1)T †3→2(t′2)T3→2(t2)T1→2(t1)〉 (see Eq. (5) in
the main text) for the calculation of I and δS. In the computation of the correlator, the Klein factor occuring in
T3→2(t2)T1→2(t1) is the same with, hence cancels exactly, that in T3→2(t′2)T1→2(t1). Hence the same computation
result is obtained without introducing the Klein factors.
QPC2QPC1
Edge3
Edge2
Edge1
S3
S2
D1
S1 D3
D2
S1 D1 S2 D2 S3 D3
Edge2Edge1 Edge3
≡
φ2(𝑥𝑥2)
φ(𝑧𝑧2)
φ(𝑧𝑧3)
𝜙𝜙2(𝑥𝑥2)
𝜙𝜙3(𝑥𝑥3) 𝜙𝜙(𝑧𝑧2) 𝜙𝜙(𝑧𝑧3)
FIG. S1: A single connected edge (the right panel) equivalent with our setup (the left). The dashed line between D1 and S2
in the right panel represents the edge connecting Edge1 and Edge2, and the dashed line between D2 and S3 shows the edge
connecting Edge2 and Edge3. The connected edge has the same chirality (see the arrows) with Edge1, Edge2, and Edge3.
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2On the other hand, however, when the distance between QPC1 and QPC2 is short, the correlators of the other
forms, such as 〈T †3→2(t′2)T †1→2(t1)T3→2(t2)T1→2(t1)〉, contribute to I and δS, and the calculation of the correlators
requires the Klein factors. The fractional exchange phase eipiν of the Klein factors in Eq. (S2) and that of anyons on
the same edges together result in the negative excess noise. To distinguish the contribution of the fractional exchange
phase of the Klein factors to I and δS from that of anyon exchange on the same edge, we substitute ν’s in Eq. (S2)
with νK and recalculate I and δS for the limiting case where the distance between QPC1 and QPC2 goes to zero,
I ' e∗γ21γ22f(ν)[cos(piν − pi(ν + νK))− cos(piν + pi(ν + νK))]V 2ν−1T 2ν−2, (S3)
δS ' −e∗2γ21γ22f(ν)[2 cos(piν)− cos(piν − pi(ν + νK))− cos(piν + pi(ν + νK))]V 2ν−1T 2ν−2.
The above equation is identical to Eq. (2) of the main text if one replaces νK by ν. One has a wrong result if one
omits the exchange phase of the Klein factors in the case that the distance between the two QPCs is finite. The
equation (S3) shows that the exchange phase piνK of the Klein factors constitutes one half of the braiding phase of
the topological vacuum bubbles (TVBs), while the exchange phase of anyons on the same edge results in the other
half. Therefore, one needs to introduce the Klein factors in the general situations of our setup.
f(ν) in Eq. (2)
In Eq. (2) in the main text, f(ν) = pi2ν−9/2e∗2ν−1v−4ν~−4ν−1(kBa2)
2ν−2
cot(piν)Γ(ν)Γ(1/2− ν)/[16Γ(2ν)]. Γ(ν) is
the Gamma function.
Derivation of Eq. (3)
We derive Eq. (3) in the main text. The current at D3 satisfies I3 = Iin+I due to current conservation. Iin = Iin(t)
is the average current from S3 to QPC2 along Edge3. The noise at D3 is decomposed as S3 = S + 2S3,in +Sin, where
Sin = 2
∫∞
−∞ dtδIin(t)δIin(0), S3,in = 2
∫∞
−∞ dtδIin(t)δI(0), and δIin(t) = Iin(t) − Iin. Sin is the half of the Johnson-
Nyquist noise 4kBTνe
2/h and independent of V , hence, it does not appear in Eq. (3) in the main text. 2S3,in is the
correlation between the tunneling current I at QPC2 and the current Iin from S3 to QPC2 and written as the second
or fourth term of Eq. (3) in the main text, according to the nonequilibrium fluctuation-dissipation theorem [4–6].
Derivation of Eq. (6)
In the derivation of Eq. (6) in the main text, we used the identity [1] 〈es1φ1es2φ2 · · · 〉 = e
∑
j s
2
j〈φ2j〉+
∑
i<j sisj〈φiφj〉
with si = ±i.
Expression and computation of Wi→j
Using the Keldysh method [7, 8], Wi→j is expressed as
W3→2 = −γ21γ22
∑
η3η4=±1
η3η4Re[
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′2dt1dt
′
1
〈TKT3→2(tη1=12 )T †3→2(t′η2=−12 )T1→2(tη31 )T †1→2(t′η41 )〉]
W2→3 = −γ21γ22
∑
η3η4=±1
η3η4Re[
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′2dt1dt
′
1
〈TKT †3→2(tη1=12 )T3→2(t′η2=−12 )T †1→2(tη31 )T1→2(t′η41 )〉] (S4)
upto the leading order O(γ21γ
2
2) of the perturbation, where ηi’s are Keldysh indices, TK means the Keldysh ordering,
and t2 = 0 is chosen.
We compute Wi→j analytically to get Eq. (2) of the main text and also numerically. The analytic calculation
can be done [9, 10] at e∗V  kBT where Wi→j is determined by the narrow domain of |t1 − t′1| . ~/(e∗V ), as t1
3(t′1) is the time of injection of a particle-like anyon from Edge1 to Edge2 in subprocess a1 (a2). The Poisson process
for WP2→3 occurs in the domain t2 ' t′2 ' t1 + d/v ' t′1 + d/v of the terms η3 = −η4 = −1 of W2→3 in Eq. (S4).
The TVB (its partner disconnected process) for WTVB3→2 occurs in the domain t
′
2 < t1 + d/v ' t′1 + d/v < t2 and
t2 < t1 + d/v ' t′1 + d/v < t′2 of the terms η3 = −η4 = −1 (η3 = η4 = ±1) of W3→2. The first (second) term of Eq.
(5) in the main text is found from a term with η3 = −η4 = −1 (η3 = η4 = 1) at t′1 → t1. The TVB and its partner
for WTVB2→3 similarly occur in W2→3.
Leading-order correction to Eqs. (1) and (2)
We obtain the corrections of the leading order O(T/V ) to Eqs. (1) and (2) below. At e∗V  kBT , the corrections
to the tunneling current I and the excess noise δS are found as
I ' e∗γ21γ22f(ν)[cos(piν)− cos(3piν)]V 2ν−1T 2ν−2
[
1− 2ν(1− 2ν) tan(piν)pikBT
e∗V
]
, (S5)
δS ' −2e∗2γ21γ22f(ν)[cos(piν)− cos(3piν)]V 2ν−1T 2ν−2
[
1 + 2ν(1− 2ν) cot(piν)pikBT
e∗V
]
. (S6)
Combining the results, we find the leading-order correction to Eq. (1),
δS
I
= −2e∗
[
1 +
4ν(1− 2ν)
sin 2piν
pikBT
e∗V
]
. (S7)
Effective braiding
The effective braiding phase factor e2ipiν in Eq. (6) can be understood by using the connected-edge scheme in
Fig. S1. One half eipiν of the phase factor is gained in the subprocess a1. Here, a pair of a voltage-biased particle-like
anyon and its hole-like partner is excited at QPC1, and then the anyons propagate. This process, described by the
tunneling operator T1→2(t1), is drawn on the connected edge in the right panel of Fig. S2(a). After the voltage-biased
particle-like anyon passes QPC2, a pair of thermal particle-like and hole-like anyons is excited at QPC2. This is
described by T3→2(t2). The resulting configuration of the four anyons by T3→2(t2)T1→2(t1) is shown in Fig. S2(b).
Notice that the thermal particle-like anyon is in the left side of the voltage-biased particle-like anyon on the connected
edge, while the thermal hole-like anyon is created in the right side. This is equivalent with the following situation:
The thermal particle-like and hole-like anyons are created from the vacuum on the right side of the voltage-biased
particle-like anyon, and then the thermal particle-like anyon moves to the left side. In this anyon exchange, a phase
factor eipiν is gained. This is the one half of the braiding phase factor, and obtained partly by a Klein factor in the
computation.
On the other hand, the other half eipiν of the braiding phase factor is gained in interference a∗2a1 between a1 and
a2. In a2, a pair of a voltage-biased particle-like anyon and its hole-like partner is excited at QPC1, and then the
anyons propagate. This is described by T1→2(t1). Before the voltage-biased particle-like anyon passes QPC2, a pair of
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FIG. S2: Anyon propagations in the subprocesses [the left panels of (a-d)] of the interference a∗2a1 are drawn on the connected
edge [the right panels] corresponding to our setup. We used the connected-edge scheme in Fig. S1. A voltage-biased particle-like
(hole-like) anyon is depicted by the filled (empty) red circles. A thermal particle-like (hole-like) anyon is drawn as the filled
(empty) blue circles.
4thermal particle-like and hole-like anyons is excited at QPC2. This is described by T3→2(t′2). In the interference a
∗
2a1
described by T †1→2(t1)T
†
3→2(t
′
2)T3→2(t2)T1→2(t1), we consider the complex-conjugated process of a2, T
†
1→2(t1)T
†
3→2(t
′
2).
On top of the anyon configuration of the subprocess a1 [T3→2(t2)T1→2(t1); see Fig. S2(b)], we first draw the anyon
configuration corresponding the excitation of the thermal anyon pair of a∗2 on the connected edge [see Fig. S2(c)]. Here,
the pair is created in the outside of the dashed line between the voltage-biased particle-like anyon and its hole-like
partner. Therefore, no anyon exchange happens between the voltage-biased anyons and the thermal anyons in this
step. We next draw the voltage-biased anyon pair of a∗2 on the connected edge [see Fig. S2(d)]. We notice that the
voltage-biaed paritcle-like anyon is created in the left side of the thermal particle-like anyon of a1, while the voltage-
biased hole-like anyon occurs in the right side. This is equivalent with the following situation: The voltage-biased
particle-like and hole-like anyons of a∗2 are created from the vacuum on the right side of the thermal particle-like
anyon of a1, and then the voltage-biased particle-like anyon moves to the left side. In this anyon exchange, a phase
factor eipiν is gained. This is the other half of the braiding phase factor.
Effects of an additional co-propagating (downstream) outer edge channel
We consider the situation where there is an additional co-propagating (downstream) outer channel along Edge1,
Edge2, and Edge3. This situation can occur in fractional quantum Hall systems of, e.g., filling factor 7/3 = 2 + 1/3
or 4/3 = 1 + 1/3 [12, 13]. In this situation, the negative excess noise δS < 0 is still found. The value of δS depends
on the inter-channel interaction strength and the distance between QPC1 and QPC2 in Edge2. The negative excess
noise provides a signature of the fractional statistics of anyons in the inner channel. We expect that the outer channel
is helpful for observing the negative excess noise, since it can screen the effect [11] of edge reconstruction or upstream
neutral modes; the effect of the neutral modes will be discussed in the next section.
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (S1) is modified as H =
∑
iHi+Hi,out+Htun to include the additional outer edge channel,
Hi,out =
~vout
4piνout
∫ ∞
−∞
dx : (∂xφi,out(x))
2 : +
~κ
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dx∂xφi(x)∂xφi,out(x). (S8)
The first term is the Hamiltonian of the outer edge channel, and the second term describes the interaction between
the density ∂xφi(x) of the inner edge channel and the density ∂xφi,out(x) of the outer channel. vout is the velocity
of the outer channel, νout is the effective filing factor for the outer channel, and κ is the inter-channel interaction
strength. The commutation relations of the boson fields are
[φi(x), φi(x
′)] = ipiνsign(x− x′), [φi,out(x), φi,out(x′)] = ipiνoutsign(x− x′), [φi(x), φi,out(x′)] = 0. (S9)
As in the case of the single edge channel per edge, anyon tunneling occurs between the inner channels (described by
φi(x)’s) of Edge1 and Edge2 at QPC1, and between the inner channels of Edge2 and Edge3 at QPC2, and we treat
the tunneling Hamiltonian Htun as a perturbation on
∑
iHi +Hi,out.
The bare Hamiltonian
∑
iHi +Hi,out is diagonalized as
Hi +Hi,out =
~v1
4piν1
∫ ∞
−∞
dx : (∂xφi1(x))
2 : +
~v2
4piν2
∫ ∞
−∞
dx : (∂xφi2(x))
2 : +e∗ViNˆi (S10)
(
φi(x)
φi,out(x)
)
=
(
T11 T12
T21 T22
)(
φi1(x)
φi2(x)
)
(S11)
where the commutation relations for the new boson fields are
[φi1(x), φi1(x
′)] = ipiν1sign(x− x′), [φi2(x), φi2(x′)] = ipiν2sign(x− x′), [φi1(x), φi2(x′)] = 0. (S12)
The elements of the transformation matrix T are found as
T11 =
[
ν
2
(
1 +
(v − vout)√
(v − vout)2 + 4κ2ννout
)]1/2
, T12 =
[
ν
2
(
1− (v − vout)√
(v − vout)2 + 4κ2ννout
)]1/2
(S13)
T21 =
[
νout
2
(
1− (v − vout)√
(v − vout)2 + 4κ2ννout
)]1/2
, T22 = −
[
νout
2
(
1 +
(v − vout)√
(v − vout)2 + 4κ2ννout
)]1/2
.
5Using the diagonalized form, we obtain the correlator 〈φi(0, 0)φi(x, t)〉0 useful for computing the current I and the
excess noise δS,
〈φi(0, 0)φi(x, t)〉0 = 〈(T11φi1(0, 0) + T12φi2(0, 0)) (T11φi1(x, t) + T12φi2(x, t))〉0 (S14)
= T 211 〈φi1(0, 0)φi1(x, t)〉0 + T 212 〈φi2(0, 0)φi2(x, t)〉0 = ln
[(
τ0 + i(t− x/v1)
τ0
)T 211 (τ0 + i(t− x/v2)
τ0
)T 212]
,
where
v1 =
v + vout +
√
(v − vout)2 + 4κ2ννout
2
, v2 =
v + vP −
√
(v − vout)2 + 4κ2ννout
2
. (S15)
Using the correlator, we obtain δS/I at e∗V  kBT ,
δS
I
= −2e∗ cot (piν) [1− cos(2piν)]e
−Ad + [2− cos(2piT 211)− cos(2piT 212)](1− e−Ad)
sin(2piν)e−Ad + [sin(2piT 211) + sin(2piT
2
12)](1− e−Ad)
, (S16)
where e∗ = νe, A = 2ν
(
1
v2
− 1v1
)
piT , and d is the distance between QPC1 and QPC2 on Edge2. When d = 0, we find
δS/I = −2e∗, which is independent of the inter-channel interaction strength κ and the properties (such as vout and
νout) of the outer edge channel. On the other hand, in the case of d→∞ (much longer than the spatial broadening of
thermal anyons excited at QPC2), δS/I increases with increasing the interaction strength κ. At κ→∞ and d→∞,
δS/I converges to
δS
I
→ −2e∗ cot(piν)1− cos(piν)
sin(piν)
. (S17)
For example, at ν = 1/3 (i.e., at the filling factor 4/3 = 1 + 1/3 or 7/3 = 2 + 1/3), δS/I = −2e∗/3 at κ → ∞
and d → ∞. See Fig. S3(a). This shows that the excess noise is always negative even in the presence of additional
co-propagating (downstream) channels along the edges.
Effects of edge reconstruction
In this section, we study the effect of edge reconstruction. The edge reconstruction can result in upstream outer
channels [11]. To see the effect, we consider the situation where there is an additional upstream outer channel along
each edge (instead of an additional downstrem channel as in the last section). In this situation, the excess noise δS
is negative only when the interchannel interaction strength is sufficiently weak. We also discuss the possibility of
observing the negative excess noise δS < 0 in the situation of some reported experiments.
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (S1) is now modified as H =
∑
iHi +Hi,P +Htun. The term Hi,P describes the upstream
outer channel (which is a phonon mode in Ref. [11]) and its interaction with the downstream inner channel,
Hi,P =
~vP
4piνP
∫ ∞
−∞
dx : (∂xφi,P(x))
2 : +
~κ
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dx∂xφi(x)∂xφi,P(x). (S18)
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FIG. S3: (a) Current-to-noise ratio δS/I as a function of the normalized interaction strength
2
√
ννout
|v−vout|κ in the case of an
additional downstream (co-propagating) edge channel. ν = 1/3 is chosen, while νout is arbitrary. (b) δS/I as a function of
the exponent g of the current-voltage characteristics of anyon tunneling at the QPCs in the presence of edge reconstruction.
ν = 1/3 is chosen.
6It has the same form as Hi,out in Eq. (S8). The upstream outer channel is described by the boson field φi,P. The
commutation relations of the boson fields are
[φi(x), φi(x
′)] = ipiνsign(x− x′) [φi,P(x), φi,P(x′)] = −ipiνPsign(x− x′) [φi(x), φi,P(x′)] = 0 (S19)
The minus sign in the second commutation relation implies the upstream flow of the outer channel.
Following the steps discussed in the last section, we obtain
δS
I
= −2e∗ tan
pi(ν+g)
2
tan (pig)
(S20)
for g < 1. Here g = ν(v+vP )√
(v+vP )2−4κ2ννP
is the exponent of the relation [2] I ∼ V2g−1 of anyon tunneling current I
between two edges at a QPC by a bias voltage V. In the absence of the edge reconstruction, g is identical to the
filling factor ν (in the case of the Laughlin-sequence filling factors), and the above relation becomes the expression
δS/I = −2e∗ in Eq. (1). In the presence of edge reconstruction, g becomes larger than ν. In Eq. (S20), we find the
expression of δS/I as a function of g (rather than as a function of κ) since g can be measured in experiments.
As shown in Eq. (S20), the excess noise δS is negative when g < 1/2. The negative excess noise is a signature of
the fractional statistics of anyons propagating in the inner channels. In the opposite case of g > 1/2, δS is positive.
For ν = 1/3, the dependence of δS on g is drawn in Fig. S3(b). Note that the results are independent of the
distance d between QPC1 and QPC2 on Edge2, unlike the case of an additional co-propagating outer edge channel
discussed in the previous section. The independence is due to the fractionalization of a voltage-biased anyon into two
counter-propagating parts on Edge2.
There have been experimental reports [14, 15] of observing g < 1/2 in a FQH system with filling factor 1/3. The
fact that g is observed to be larger than 1/3 implies that there occurs edge reconstruction. In the cases of the reports
of observing g < 1/2, we expect the possiblity that one can observe the negative excess noise δS < 0, a signature of
the fractional statistics.
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